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About This Game

Infinifactory is a sandbox puzzle game by Zachtronics, the creators of SpaceChem and Infiniminer. Build factories that
assemble products for your alien overlords, and try not to die in the process.

LIKE SPACECHEM… IN 3D! Design and run factories in a first-person, fully 3D environment.

HISTOGRAMS ARE BACK! Optimize your solutions, and then optimize them more when you see how much better
your friends did.

VISIT EXOTIC ALIEN LOCALES! Explore a story-driven campaign with 50+ puzzles, audio logs, and more.

BLOCKS THAT MOVE! Go beyond the campaign and push the limits of Infinifactory’s next-generation block engine
in the sandbox.

STEAM WORKSHOP INTEGRATION! Create, share, and play custom puzzles on Steam Workshop.
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Its free so get it
. Without a doubt , the funniest game ever. Feels like the game is drunk. The mocking,the missions and the characters are
beyond description. 11/10 for the genius drunken devs .
(Bet this is a better review than that fat antons.). Sweet Game.

+ Good and famous Card Games. - Looks somewhat sober (Animation)
+Tour Mode - For 20\u20ac i want more Animation, Glitter, Blingbling, Freaky Sounds...
+Many different Games (not just variations) ...How About using own Backgrounds?
+Nice Playing Card-Details
+ Competitiv whenever you hunt for the big Score
+ NO ADs! Good! I hate Ads ingame!

This Game has beautiful Details on the cards. It runs properly. You can change Background(6) and Deck(6).
There are many well known and less known Card Games. The interesting features are to play against a clock(you choise if Clock
On or Time Off), and the faster you are, the more points one gets. Traditional Counting is also available. Very nice is the "Tour"
Mode. One can choose between different Tours, i.e. easy Games, Two Deck Games, and so on. I like it. I just whished for more
Blingbling and using of own Backgrounds. Peace out cowboys. P.R.SW
. im grabbing the bleach. 3\/10
Another wave shooter with bow and arrow \/ darts. Enemies poor quality and not a great deal of variety. Dull and featureless.
Poor graphics too. Avoid.. So i sold a CS:GO skin for this game and i want to say it's really good although servers are dead you
can still play through Hamachi. I love every single bit of it :). Why am I here and why are you here? This is such a dumb concept
for a game. But still good if you enjoy watching a tree grow and trimming it.
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childhood right here. I wish it had music like the stuff in the trailer, but other than that, it's beautiful and difficult. Beautiful
puzzler.. very short game but touchy with some peoples life. at the end it is interesting and easy.. Similar to games like: Tetris,
Puyo Puyo, Meteos, and Lumines.. Made bad choices and died :/ Would play again to hopefully not die.. Let me relive the good
old days. Almost triggered PTSD from the Great Trench Run of 1986. 10/10. Fun and relaxing game. Recommended.. Playing
it a long time after first having tried all levels etc is not a very jolly experience anymore.
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